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Gas Lift System Design 

 
 
 
1. What is Gas Lift? 
Gas lift is one of the artificial lift methods, injecting external gas 
in the vertical pipeline. Purpose of the gas lift is to boost the 
production, making gas push the liquid upwards. Compressed 
gas is injected down the casing tubing annulus of a production 
well, entering the well at numerous entry points called gas-lift 
valves(Figure 1). As the gas enters the tubing at these different 
stages, it forms bubbles which lightenes fluids and facilitates flow 
velocity to be higher. So injecting the gas results decrease in 
pressure and increase in production rate(Figure 2). 
 
 

(Figure 1) Gas lift system configuration  

 
(Figure 2) Performance curve without and with gas lift. With gas lift, pressure at the operation point becomes lower and 

production rate becomes higher. 
 
 
 
2. Advantages and Disadvantages of Gas Lift 
 
2.1. Advantages 

● best artificial lift method for handling sand or solid materials.  
● flexible range of operation. A wide range of volumes and lift depths can be achieved with 

essentially the same well equipment.  
● centralization available with one gas supply system. A central gas-lift system easily can be 

used to service many wells or operate an entire field. this usually lowers total capital cost 
and permits easier well control and testing. 

● relatively inexpensive. Repair and maintenance expenses of subsurface equipment 
normally are low. The equipment is easily pulled and repaired or replaced.  

2.2. Disadvantages 



● Relatively high backpressure may seriously restrict production in continuous gas lift.  
● Gas lift is relatively inefficient due to the compressor. Compressors are relatively 

expensive and often require long delivery times. The compressor takes up space and 
weight when used on offshore platforms. 

● Adequate gas supply is needed throughout life of project. Not recommended if the field 
runs out of gas, or if gas becomes too expensive. 

● There is increased difficulty when lifting low gravity (less than 15°API) crude because 
of greater friction, gas fingering, and liquid fallback.  

 
 
3. Difference between the Gas Lift and Gas Injection 
Gas lift and gas injection is different process in oil & gas production. gas lift is artificial lift, and gas 
injection is secondary production(or enhanced oil recovery, EOR). Both artificial lift and secondary 
production are used in increasing the production, but main difference is that gas lift does not need 
extra well and gas injection need extra well. gas lift inject gas in production well, but gas injection 
need gas injection well, apart from production well. 
 
 
4. Design Method 
Designing the gas lift includes the process of determining valve depths, injection pressure, et 
cetera. Factor for determining most economical gas lift system are : 

● Bubblepoint and solution GOR of the produced oil. 
● Well Productivity 
● Pressure/volume/temperature (PVT) properties of the crude 
● Water cut of the producing stream 
● Density of the injected gas 
● Wellhead backpressure 
● Pressure rating of the equipment 
● Design of the well facility 

 
4.1. Valve depth calculation 

1) Calculate maximum unloading GLR 

 
2) Get production conduit diameter (need additional data / simulator) 
3) Find unloading flowing pressure at depth gradient 

 
4) Find static injection gas pressure at depth gradient 

 
5) Find unloading gas lift valve temperature (at depth) gradient  



 
6) Calculate the depth of the top(uppermost) valve(D_v1) 

 
7) Calculate minimum flowing production pressure([P_pfD(n)]_min), injection gas 

pressure(P_ioD(n)), unloading gas lift valve temperature(T_vuD(n)), depth difference 
between valves(D_bv_1) at given valve.  

 

 

 

 
 

8) Calculate the depth of the next valve(D_v2) by adding D_bv_1 with D_v1 

 
9) Iterate step 7 and 8 until calculated valve depth exceeds the tubing length. 

 
 

4.2. Gas lift valve port size and test rack opening pressures calculation  
1) Find required equivalent orifice size and next largest gas lift valve port ID (This step 

need additional data or simulator like table below) 

 
2) Calculate (port area / effective bellows area) and production-pressure factor 
3) Calculate Injection gas pressure at uppermost valve, using depth of valve and 

production-pressure factor, etc. 



 
4) Calculate Nitrogen-charged bellows pressure at valve temperature 
5) Calculate  test-rack valve opening pressure 

 

 
6) Iterate step 4 and 5 for 2nd valve 

 
7) Calculate maximum flowing-production pressure 

 
8) Calculate additional production-pressure effect  

 
9) Iterate step 4 and 5 for entire valve 

 

 
(Figure 3) Example of calculation step using Microsoft Excel  



5. Gas Injection Valve Depth and Sizing Calculator 
This calculator contains for the result of valve design, based on API rule(API RP 11V6). Input 
values comes as default, and you can replace them into another values, as long as they are inside 
the range of calculation. Fill all the form in the “Input Values” section, and click “Calculate”. Then 
you can get the “Output Values”, including valve depths, injection gas pressure at depth… etc. 
 

 
(Figure 4) Configuration of the calculator 

 
6. Examples 
Below is the example of calculation results, by varying conditions. Except the given condition, value 
is used as default value. 
 
(Example 1) Changing Pressure Conditions 

(1) Flowing wellhead pressure 
(a) P_wh = 100 psig 

 
(b) P_wh = 500 psig 



 
(c) P_wh = 1000 psig 

 
 
(2) Surface Injection Gas Pressure  

(a) P_si = 500psig 

 
(b) P_si = 1000psig 

 
(c) P_si = 2000 

 
 
(Example 2) Changing Temperature Conditions 

 
(1) Bottomhole Temperature 

(a) T_bh = 170 F 



 
(b) T_bh = 300 F 

 
(c) T_bh = 500F 

 
 

(2) Unloading Wellhead Temperature 
(a) T_uw = 100 F 

 
(b) T_uw = 120 F 

 
(c) T_uw = 150F 

 



 
(Example 3) Changing Production Conditions 

(1) Oil Gravity 
(a) 20 API 

 
(b) 24 API 

 
(c) 28 API 

 
(2) Daily Production Rate 

(a) 500 stb/d 

 
(b) 1000 stb/d 

 
(c) 2000 stb/d 

 



 
 
7. Exercises 

(1) Find the relationships between the parameters. 
(a) By manipulating the daily production rate, find the relation between production rate 

and valve number. Explain why.  
(b) By manipulating (1) formation GOR, (2) water cut, (3) oil gravity, (4) gas gravity, find 

the relation between them and valve depths. Explain why.  
(2) Below table is the specification of unknown well. If there’s parameter not specified in table 

below, use the default value. 
 

Parameter Value Unit 
Daily Production Rate 1000 stb/d 

Formation GOR 700 scf/stb 

Water Cut 30 % 

Oil Gravity 22 API 

Flowing Wellhead Pressure 120 psig 

U-tubing Wellhead Pressure 200 psig 

Surface Injection Pressure 1200 psig 

Tubing Length 28000 ft 

 
(a) Table above is information from another engineer. Put the valves in the calculator 

and get the output values. 
(b) For each valve, calculate the flowrate passing through the valve with calculated 

pressure. let ID of Gas lift valves are 1.2 in. Let the gas component as 100% 
methane. z factor of methane is dependant on T, P : simplified as z = AP^2 + BP + 
CT + D. You can find A,B,C and D using the table below. 
 

● z factor values by different P and Ts. 
            T(F)  

40 60 70 90 100 
  P(psig) 

1300 0.8034 0.8317 0.8441 0.8659 0.8756 

1400 0.7943 0.8240 0.8370 0.8600 0.8701 

1500 0.7863 0.8172 0.8308 0.8547 0.8653 

1600 0.7796 0.8114 0.8254 0.8502 0.8611 

1800 0.7696 0.8027 0.8173 0.8432 0.8548 

 
(c) Calculate the inject gas flowrate at wellhead, assuming that the all the valves are 

open. You can use average value for the z value(don’t have to integrate). 
 

(3) Operator wants to save the cost on the given gas lift system. Design the optimum gas 
injection valve based on the given scenario. To minimize the cost, number and depth of gas 
lift valves should be lesser. How can you optimize it? Choose the values you want to 
manipulate, explain why you choose/or didn’t choose, and find your optimum. Realistic 
consideration on given field could be included in you reasoning, both on your selection of 
variables and optimum value.  Manipulatable values are : Daily production rate, Flowing 



wellhead pressure, Surface injection gas pressure, Wellhead injection gas pressure, 
Wellhead injection gas temperature. 


